
In 2000, we developed proven specialist welding expertise in carbon steels, stainless steels and 
exotic steels such as Titanium, Inconel, ST/ST Duplex’s, Copper Nickel, Etc.  We were now 
recognised as becoming Western Australia’s premium pipe fabricator developing an 
understanding on all aspects of piping requirements relating to oil refining, chemical processing, 
power, steam and multi class pressure vessels. It wasn’t long after our ISO accreditation that we 
converted to Orbital TIG. These welding units are specialised and designed for maximum 
production and efficiency over a large range of complex welding procedures. Their operators 
are qualified against the welding procedure specification to ensure an ongoing high standard of 
quality and expertise is maintained.    

GF Engineering was established in 1973 with a focus to provide excellence in pipe 

fabrication. Our commitment was to provide a comprehensive range of specialist 

pipe fabrication services to the Oil, Gas, Chemical, Power Generation and Mining 

markets within Western Australia.



Safety - Safety Health Environment Management System

Safety is paramount for all our employees. We have a detailed and comprehensive

safety, health, environment and management system to ensure everyone is kept

safe. We are fully committed to the safety of our employees as well as ensuring all

procedures comply with the current legislation and/or standards. The direction and

leadership of management will always insist that every job can be done safely.

Each employee and contractor recognises the care, responsibilities and obligations

to work safe. We believe all injuries are preventable, so regular toolbox meetings

and safety audits are a way of life to ensure everyone goes home safe.



Quality Assurance / Quality Control

We have always recognised the importance for a standalone QA and QC

department to ensure strict compliance and quality control with ISO 9001. We have

also developed our unique numbering system to register and monitor all phases of

delivered materials for permanent traceability. Our MDR documentation is

comprehensive, but can also be custom designed upon the client’s request. Our

fully dedicated QA/QC certified inspectors monitor each phase of the various

processes in real time to ensure strict guidelines are met in accordance with ISO

9001:2015 & 3834.2 certification. Our in-house QA/QC manager will ensure your

work is systematically collated to certify your order is supplied in full & on time with

all the correct and appropriate documentation.



Service

GF have always been at the forefront of any project, so our commitment is to 

ensure we support our customer’s best interests.

As part of the ongoing service we offer, our team consists of a dedicated welding

inspector (CSWIP 3.1) who looks after all visual inspection and

NDT/Hydro/Traceability, a dedicated document controller for MDR compilation/all

formal document transmissions, an AS1796 cert 10 / AS2214 cert 9 QA

Manager/Responsible Welding Coordinator to look after the overall QA/QC/weld

procedures, a NACE coatings inspector/expeditor along with a dedicated Project

Manager for your works.

This arrangement of various QA/QC personnel leaves clients only having to utilise

1x resource for witness or hold points only (if required) on any fabrication package.

All items go through NATA accredited 3rd parties for hydro testing and NDT along

with NACE qualified paint yards. Complete with a live MDR being compiled during

fabrication – handing them over on short notice after fabrication is standard for

GF Engineering.



In-House Drafting Case Studies

GF Engineering can offer in house drafting services to support the client’s needs. 

Our team can work with the client to turn design drawings into workshop fabrication 

drawings, produce isometrics or structural drawings from site sketches and even 

perform site measurements and create drawings for your records.



Premises

GF Engineering has three different workshops that enable us to work on three 

different aspects of projects at the same time. For example - We are able to work 

on structural steel in one workshop, pipe spooling in the second and installation 

into modules or exotic spooling in the third.

Avoiding contamination between stainless & carbon steels is a must. Having 

segregated workshops ensures this process is achieved. We also have 9000m2 of 

laydown area to receive free issue pipe & fittings in which we can store over the 

period of a project. The large laydown area also allows us complete Non-

Destructive Testing, hydrotesting & loading out on site safely.



Stainless & Exotic Piping

GF Engineering specialise in pipe spooling fabrication. With a large library of over 

220 weld procedures, we can fabricate a diverse range of piping materials for 

different applications.

We have the ability to utilise dedicated workshops to avoid contamination between

materials. Stainless Steel, Duplex, Inconel, Copper Nickel are frequent materials

going through our workshop.



Carbon Steel Pipe Fabrication

Carbon steel (CS) pipe is by far the most common pipe material used and it is 

supplied to strict specifications.

GF Engineering have supplied thousands of carbon steel pipe spools in all

diameters, wall thicknesses, lengths, configurations and different grades to a

variety of projects throughout Western Australia.



Pressure Vessels

GF Engineering fabricate all types of pressure vessels in all classes, various

material grades & configuration.

Working in with designers, clients and Worksafe we ensure that all items are

fabricated correctly and in compliance with regulatory requirements.



Structural Fabrication

GF Engineering completes structural steel fabrication in accordance with

AS1554.1, AS1554.6 AWS D1.1 & AWS D1.6. Having large workshops, we can

accommodate fabrication & trial fit. Assembly can also be offered to ensure minimal

site labour is being utilised.



Modularisation

Complementing our pipe and structural fabrication is our ability to complete 

modularisation in house.

Pipe spooling can be completed in one workshop whilst structural steel is 

completed in another. A third workshop can be introduced for the fit out of modules, 

to ensure they are easily transported.



Packing and Protection

Packaging and protection is one of the most important aspects of a project. All pipe 

spools are sent to the paint yard with adhesive rubber ‘dots’ on raised faces to 

protect them and removed and replaced with plastic caps.

All structural items are rubber protected on all contact surfaces. Every item is either 

packed onto a hard wood or plastic pallet (dependent on client specifications) along 

with etched stainless steel tags for identification. Plastic capping is also included on 

every opening. It’s these little things that we already consider as standard service 

to ensure the customer has little to worry about.



Site Installation

GF Engineering can offer a full range of services. From procurement -> workshop 

fabrication -> testing -> surface treatment -> installation. Small to medium size site 

projects are our specialty and having a workshop to complement the site team, 

ensures full traceability with an issue free project.
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Please contact us at

(08) 9410 1615 

inquiries@gfengineering.com.au

39 Lionel St Naval Base

WA 6165

mailto:inquiries@gfengineering.com.au
https://www.facebook.com/gfengineeringau
https://www.linkedin.com/company/gfengineeringau/

